This paper aims to automate the process of generating a meaningful single still image from a temporal input of scene sequences. The success of our extraction relies on evaluating the optimal pose of characters selection, which should maximize the information conveyed. We define the information entropy of the still image candidates as the evaluation criteria.
INTRODUCTION
A single still picture may indeed tell "a story proper," as claimed by Wolf [13] according to a narrow definition. Speidel [10] also argued that there exists the great potential of pictures to express temporal relationships.The creation of such static images is artistically challenging because it often involves multiple factors, such as behaviour, emotion, and storytelling considerations.
Body and actions convey important information, but action plays an even more essential role in creating a strong (aesthetic) impression [9, 10] . The goal of this research is to address this challenge and generate a still image for a virtual scene with animated character performances.Specifically, we need to select the optimal character pose to maximally convey the information contained in the scenario to the viewers. The method we proposed in this paper provides an informal summary of the whole series of animated scenes and serves as a reference for the users. The corresponding contributions are as follows:
• We select the optimal pose from an animation sequence by considering multiple factors that include local information (joint rotations) and global information (environmental contacts and inter-character interactions). The pose is selected to demonstrate significant changes in motion and relevant features, which contain the maximum information about the sequence of scenes.
• We validate the application of our approach in a case study for digital relief generation. We used the technology of three-dimensional(3D) printing to verify our approach and demonstrated our results in a variety of scenarios, ranging from dancing performance to sport activities. A user study is conducted to experimentally evaluate computer-selected poses with a real human's perception.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Pose Selection
In our example, the extraction and analysis of poses can guide the production of relief work and consequently help artists to generate a piece of fine art. The problem of selecting an optimal pose from an animation sequence is similar to keyframe extraction [6] . Key-frame extraction aims to extract and blend a series of frames to approximate the original motion. The number of keyframes is less than that of the original sequence, but is still greater than one. For example, researchers were able to select around 8% of the frames from motion capture sequences to create key-frame sequences [5] .
In comparison, the generation of a relief must maximize the information conveyed in a single static posture [2] . Conventional methods selected the key frames by minimizing the errors between the original motion sequences and the reconstructed ones [5, 6] . However, the poses extracted in this way are most likely to be the most repeated poses, which, from the perspective of information theory, may not be optimal. In addition to this error-minimization framework, researchers proposed selecting staggered poses by encoding coordinated timing among movement features in the different body parts of a character [3] . This is based on the concept of Extreme poses, which perform perceptual events of significant motion changes [14] .
Bas-relief Generation
Reliefs generated from 3D objects have been considered as a promising approach for creating bas-reliefs, allowing the reuse of existing 3D models. The challenge in this process is to visibly retain the fine details of an original 3D object while compressing its depths to produce an almost planar result [1] . The existing techniques are well designed and can produce visually pleasant and faithful reliefs while preserving appearance, accuracy, and details. These methods can preserve details and present a good visual effect, even with a high compression rate [8] .
A large amount of attention has been paid to the effectiveness and efficiency of relief generation algorithms. Using techniques introduced in [7] , digital reliefs can be generated in real time on a GPU or parallel system, so that a reliefstyle animation can be generated from a given 3D animation sequence. Researchers have introduced the gradient-based mesh deformation method, which can be used to generate plane surface bas-reliefs, curved surface bas-reliefs, and interactive shape editing of the bas-reliefs [15] . These techniques can generate relief animation sequences; however, for actual relief carving, it is not clear which pose to select to produce the physical relief. Current techniques do not address this question, even though it is an important consideration for artists during the process of relief creation.
METHODOLOGY
This section describes the algorithm for selecting the most informative pose from an animation sequence. Although there is no consensus about what determines a good pose, quality is intuitively related to how much information the poses give us about the whole performance. This paper proposed a novel method based on information theory to quantitatively evaluate the information contained in a pose.
In information theory, entropy is the average amount of information ( ) contained in each message received. Here, a message stands for an event, sample, or character drawn from the distribution of a data stream. This is mathematically formulated as the following expression [11] :
( ) is the probability of a particular event . This work chooses = 2 (the unit of the entropy is a bit). When taken from a finite sample, the entropy can explicitly be written as:
Pose entropy ( ) considers the information contained in both the local and global features in the motion sequence. The local features refer to the joint rotation information and the global features refer to the event information. Such events include the contact between a foot and the ground plane and the interactions between characters. The pose (or a specific frame in an animation sequence) is selected as the optimal pose if its pose entropy ( ) has the maximum value of the all animation frames.
Local Features -Joint Information
A character pose is essentially a vector of the global transformation of the hip joint and the local rotations of other joints that represent the relative position of each joint to its parent joint. For the ℎ joint, its motion trajectory is represented as m ∈ ×3 ( is the number of frames in this motion sequence). According to the concept of extreme poses, the information of a particular pose is emdeded in the changes of joint trajectories [3, 14] . Significant changes in the body poses create regions of higher curvature in the joint trajectory. A typical case is spinning in a ballet performance, where the local joints remain almost constant while the motion trajectory of each joint delivers its information in the world space.
The discrete measure of the rotational curvature for the ℎ joint is defined in [3] as
where n is the unit normal vector of the ℎ joint at frame , and e is the edge vector of the ℎ joint between the frames and + 1, as illustrated in Figure 1 . This returns a curvature in the range of [0, 1] and preserves the extrema of the curvature of the original motion data [3] . Different joints have different effects on the overall behaviour of the character, and thus different significance with respect to visual information delivery. Therefore, the curvature is further weighted by the influence of the limb length and motion magnitude. The longer the limb is and the faster the joint rotates, the greater a weight is applied to the curvature at this frame.
Here, x is the position of the ℎ joint in world space and |∆m | is the joint angle difference between two frames.
The information conveyed by joint rotation in a particular frame is calculated as:
= ∑︁
=0
/ where is the number of joints.
Global Features -Event Information
In addition to joint information, global features, such as interaction with the environment and other characters, are also considered when extracting the most informative pose. In most cases, especially for task-based or context-based animation, it is the interaction with the environment and other characters that conveys the most information about the motion performed by the character.
Here, all skeleton joints are iterated to check the interaction with the environment and other characters. Previous work only considers the foot contact event [3] . The inclusion of other joints allows other cases to be considered, for example ball handling in the movements of basketball and hand-shaking with another virtual character. Interaction events are detected by searching for joints whose world coordinates remain constant with respect to a specific object (for example, the ground plane), within a given tolerance and for a given minimum length of time. After finding such an interaction, it is propagated to the following frames until the relative position between the joint and environment exceeds the tolerance.
Event information is modelled as a binary signal (1 indicates an interaction event and 0 indicates no interaction). After iterating through all poses, the interaction probability for each joint is modelled as = (6) where is the number of frames containing interaction. By formulating the problem in this way, the joint where less interaction occurs contains more information, and thus contains more entropy. The information of global events in a particular frame is calculated as:
Weighted Pose Entropy
The local and global information are assumed to be independent and a common approach for considering these two factors simultaneously is to use the weighted sum formulation:
However, this formulation introduces an additional problem: how to properly set the weight values. The magnitude of each component ( ) and ( ) differs from the other, thereby making it difficult for users to choose the appropriate weight values and . To solve this problem, both the local and global components are normalized by their respective maximum values ( ) and ( ) and minimum values ( ) and ( ) , as follows [4] :
After normalization, the values of each component will fall into a range of [0, 1] . In this case, the manipulation of the weights and directly relates the output of the pose selection to a preference for either local or global information.
Using Equation 9, a pose is selected as the most informative posture in an animation sequence if the entropy value of its frame is the maximum value of all frames in the animation sequence. 
RESULTS
We used the Intel Xeon(R)(W3680) CPU (six cores clocked at 3.33GHz) to compute all our results. Table 1 presents a summary of the statistics for the demonstrated examples. As can be seen from the data, the time to find the optimal pose is largely determined by the number of frames and the number of performing characters.
Pose Selection
We apply our method for selecting the appropriate pose to a variety of human activities (see Figure 3 for results). The examples include ballet dancing, normal running, soccer kicking, shooting basketball hoops. Our method can successfully identify the critical events in an animation sequence with the assistance of the global feature when computing the pose entropy. This includes the moments of striking the soccer ball and letting go of the basketball. Figure 4 presents both the local and global pose entropy for the ballet performance in Figure 5 (a). Both terms are normalized into a range of [0, 1] . For the local pose entropy, we observe that the peaks occur at the moments when the character performs extreme poses. For the global pose entropy, the frames with non-zero values correspond exactly to the events of contacts between end-effectors (hands and feet) and the ground. In this example, the local and global entropy are summed together with equal weights ( and in Equation 9 ). By doing so, the local pose entropy outweighs the global component because of its larger value in this example.
Relief Generation
We here apply our selections of pose and viewpoint to a specific field: digital relief generation. This task is closely related to our problem because that a piece of relief is an artistic work with embodied story-telling. The creation of relief is not only art-inspired but also technically challenging.
Once the optimal pose have been selected, we add saliency information into digital relief generation, as proposed in [12] .
The generated bas-relief models and 3D printing results are shown in Figure 5 .
User Study
We conducted a user study to validate and evaluate the outcomes of our proposed method. One hundred undergraduate students (50 male and 50 female) were hired as participants in this experiment. Before the experiment, the participants were informed of the content and procedure of the study and provided some background data. Participants were asked to watch six animation videos rendered at 24 frames per second and 1,920 x 1,080 pixels and select the most meaningful pose frames. The experimental results are shown in Figure 11. 4.3.1 Discussion. Figure 6 shows that our selected poses comply with the participant's selection in most of the video sequences shown in Figure 3 .
For Figure 5 (a), Dancing, some samples are distributed near frame 430 because the ballet dancer has a slight leap in this period. In addition, the ballet dancer's spinning starts at frame 580 and ends at about frame 620, so that most samples fall into this interval. However, the dancer performed the most stretched gesture at about frame 604, which agrees with our selection. For Figure 5(b) , Running, this sequence simulates running motion with high repeatability, so samples are evenly dispersed over the movement intervals of the runner.
In Figure 5 (c), Soccer Kicking simulates someone before and after kicking a soccer ball. A few samples fall between frames 350 to 370 frame, because this is the interval in which the player sprinted before the kick. Most samples fall into the intervals before and after kicking the soccer ball, which falls between frames 400 to 420. However, the player started to touch the soccer ball around frame 406; thus, a sample is also gathered near frame 406. In Figure 5 (d), Basketball Shooting, this group of actions simulates someone before and after shooting a ball into a hoop. An action showing a knee bend and jumping happens before and after shooting. In the animation, these main actions occur between frames 300 and 350, so most samples also centre on this interval.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a method to select an informative representative pose from an animation sequence. Several animation sequences were tested, and the results show that our method is applicable to scenarios involving one character and the performance of different types of activities.
A user study to validate the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method was conducted to experimentally compare the outcome of computer-selected poses with participants' selections. The results showed that the proposed method outperformed other methods.To demonstrate the use of our proposed method, we used our meaningful results for bas-relief modelling.
Currently, our method is only tested for scenes with a single character. We want to extend our method to handle highly interactive scenes with a large number of characters, such as a carnival. This will be the focus of our future research.
